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ABSTRACT
How can a musician maintain her sense of self in quarantine, a self that is constructed by intertwined
strands of creativity, performativity, and relationship? The hiatus brought about during the pandemic
has created a lack for musicians and music educators, an absence or loss of professional identity and
personal meaning. On March 12, 2020, we found ourselves shut out of the classroom and barred from
the performance stage. Over the course of a year, we two musician-educators engaged in duoethnography
as a way of documenting our experiences. It became a site where we could provide each other with a
“destabalizing lens” (Sawyer & Norris, 2016) to the metanarratives that both drove our sense of
identity and constrained our ability to find our way to a new state of balance. This duoethnography
traces our paths, as we moved through stages of distance and loss, and stages of simulacra and
performativity, during the time of pandemic.
Keywords
musician, teacher educator, identity, duoethnography, pandemic
PROLOGUE
e are two musician-educators. On March 12, 2020, we were sitting side by
side in a university office, working on a co-authored paper when the first
announcement of mandatory lockdown popped up on our computer screens.
Schools, currently shut down for spring break, would not reopen for at least two weeks
due to COVID-19. We quickly parted that day to attend to our individual matters, both
professional and personal. Over the next few days, in a cascade of public health
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directives, educational and cultural organisations went into forms of lockdown.
Universities closed, and students were told that their courses would move online;
performance and art venues went dark.
Figure 1

Empty classroom1

As the first month of these events stretched into a second month, we connected
often by texting, emailing, and video chatting to talk to each other about how we were
experiencing the pandemic as musicians, as educators, and in our homes and personal
relationships. By May 1st, less than two months into the lockdown, our communications
had taken on a shape that seemed important to recognize as research writing, and
increasingly had the characteristics of a duoethnography. We made the decision to
embark on a formal duoethnographic research process as a way of both documenting
and coping with the effects of the pandemic.
We archived our experiences of isolation and anxiety through duoethnographic
storytelling using multiple platforms: we created a shared research document online, we
continued to text, to email, and to video chat. There was the writing, and there was the
reading. The reading became an ethical act of witnessing––of listening to each other,
and taking on a moral responsibility for each other’s well being (Simon, 2000). During
a year of enormous uncertainty, the duoethnography became a stable place, a space for
reflection, memory, questions; and the knowledge that, not this minute, maybe not
tomorrow, but in the near future, a caring eye would read and think about what we had
written. And bring a different lens to what we were going through.
This duoethnography traces each of us over the course of a year, as we moved
through stages of distance and loss, and subsequent stages of simulacra and
performativity. Although we have stopped adding to the cumulative duoethnographic
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document as a textual artefact, our texts, emails, and video chats continue to spool out
from it, as we adapt to a new normal in our performance and teaching practices.
DUOETHNOGRAPHY AS METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
Duoethnography is not doctrinaire in how it is done, or how it is written, or how
it is analysed (Breault, 2016). As two researchers explore a social phenomenon using
this dialogic, collaborative research approach, they potentially provide what Sawyer and
Norris (2016) call a “destablizing lens” (p. 3) to each other. The purpose of a
duoethnography is not to find commonalities, but to lean into difference. Our
differences are obvious in large and mundane ways: we are a generation apart, we selfidentify in different ways, and we have different life experiences. As we began to write
about the impact of COVID, of isolation and its effect on our sense of identity, our
narratives were both distinct from one another, and at times inchoate.
Sawyer and Norris (2016) use the phrase “working together in tandem” (p. 3) to
describe the duoethnographic method. While the pragmatics of co-authoring often
include writing apart, then writing together, the very nature of tandem is “not” together.
Working together in tandem is a double entendre of together/in tandem (at the same
time) and together/in tandem (a joint undertaking). It is also a contradiction: the
impossibility of inhabiting the same ground––standpoint––or, in the pandemic, of even
sharing the same space. We wrote episodically, sometimes responding or reacting to the
thread previously laid down; sometimes riffing on our own themes. Each voice
maintains its separate timbre and its own independent line; and harmony and
dissonance are almost an accident as the two trajectories move off in different
directions, or cross and collide, or weave together. A number of researchers who have
used this process have described it as a kind of dance (Brown & Mogadime, 2017;
Sawyer et al., 2016).
We, too, found the duoethnographic process and the particular experience of
research writing it entailed, to be a kind of dance. During the process a parallel text
emerged that constructed itself alongside the original in our texts and talks. There were
no firm edges to the duoethnography, as it stepped out into our other communications,
took a turn or two, and then stepped back into the document. This paper is also a kind
of a dance, with each of us identifying and reflecting on what emerged through our
duoethnographic writing; and interpolating theory, especially theories of identity and
memory. Those points of reference are important, but not in the way of precedent or
prior knowledge; rather, as examples of other performances. This approach resists
typical academic research writing and is one of the characteristics of duoethnographies.
AURA SHIMMERING IN THE DISTANCE: PROCESS AND ANALYSIS
The whole idea is to reconceptualize one’s own biases and assumptions. Not many
people want to go there. It is not for the faint of heart. (Brown, H., personal
communication, May 5, 2020).
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Roger Simon (2000) poses the question, “how and why would it matter if [the
memories of others] were a part of my memorial landscape?” (p. 9). To remember other
people’s memories is to be wounded by their wounds. According to Simon, the
resonances of another’s wounds compels us to become attentive to our “points of
connection” of “identification and difference, to ordinariness and the shock of the unordinary” (Simon, 2000, p. 13). The duoethnography began to take on a life of its own,
with what Simon calls the “memorial insistence” (ibid.) of our stories. As importantly,
it gave us the connection we needed with a witnessing Other. Many times, one of us
would intentionally let the other know that we had added to the text, sending out a
signal in the night, to make sure that the other was still there––
Figure 2

Text messaging theoretical framing

––or one of us would respond in the duoethnography to something we had said in a
text, a call, or an email, as the lines between “life” and “research” continued to blur (See
Figures 3 and 4).
We both noted the auratic “shimmer” of the duoethnography, and the ways that
it seemed to keep hold of us even when we were not writing.
Terry: I want to “catch” the feeling I have at this moment. While we are working at a distance, with
technologies of texting and video calls and google docs giving us quick access to research and information
sharing, this document is taking on an aura of its own. It “shimmers” in the back of my mind when
I am not looking at it; I wonder whether Danielle has added to it; I will occasionally glance at the
google drive to see if it’s been “visited” by her; I read an art review about a sculpture show in the UK
and want to add it to this discussion - because the writer has talked about aura, and imminence, and
anxiety (in the COVID moment). So, just to say, this writing is taking on a living, breathing
existence in my mind, and I am grateful for it, and grateful for having a research partner willing to
wander into unknown territory with me.
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Text messaging home life

Figure 4

Duoethnographic text
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Like an extended improvisation, riff and counter riff, we both came to the realization
at the same moment that it was “done.” Not because the pandemic was over, and not
because our shared journey with the effects of isolation was over. But this thing, this
sprawling dialogue cum data set, was finished. We started our analysis by looking at the
structure of our accumulated 17,000-word text. First, we looked at the document as a
polyvocal narrative, with the voices of two separate lived realities. Following the
principles of discourse analysis (Philips & Jørgensen, 2002), we examined its
organization, rhythm of dialogue, length of entries, topics, grammatical strategies, and
the balance of diaristic entries to more theoretical writing. We then separated the texts
of Terry’s narrative and Danielle’s narrative, responding reflexively to our own writing
and to each other’s. This process served to deconstruct the individual entries that we
had created within the totality of the duoethnography. However, we began to feel that
we were “losing” the duoethnography––without both voices inhabiting the same page,
it no longer existed as a duoethnography. We then brought our texts back together and
analyzed the spaces between our stories; and the ways in which those stories wove
together in some places and pulled apart in others.
Figure 5

Duoethnography analysis

At one point, when Terry announced that she was about to start “editing” the
duoethnographic text, Danielle threw up this hard “no”:
Don’t you dare touch your words
What you have written, you have written.

In that moment, Terry recognized that the text had taken on an entity outside of either
of us, and it was not for either of us to retroactively change what it had become––the
urtext.2
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As we each looked at the text we had created, a few things were evident. It had
served an important purpose for each of us––no doubt differently, but profoundly. This
had been a place where we could work through the dailiness of the pandemic, the
separation, the strangeness, the fear, the resistance, the professional and personal
adjustments. We might let it sit untouched for days or even weeks; but it was there,
often exerting a kind of siren call.
Terry: Each day brings a different experience of sameness. I get up and have coffee.
Then I walk the dog. Then I sit down at the laptop at the dining room table and work
- or do some semblance of work. Semblance. Similitude. It is my work and it is not my
work. Some activities are exactly what they would (normally) be - reviewing a thesis,
revising a research paper, emails with a colleague or a video call with a collaborator while others - video conferencing Faculty Council meeting, a Skype meeting with a
research assistant - bring home the similitude, the it-but-not-quite-it-ness.
Danielle: Baudrillard (1994) argues that simulacrum becomes truth, and this is how
it feels. The original, the normal, the natural, it has slipped away. There is comfort in
routine. Like Terry, I too wake up, have my coffee, pat the dog (the walk comes later),
and open my laptop to write in solitude before the rest of my family wakes. That is
probably where most of the similarities of our respective days end. My natural moment
of waking and working concludes when the phone rings with my partner on the other
end, as he travels to work at the hospital in Leamington. A fissure in the natural
moment. It has been nearly 7 weeks since we last saw him in person. […] Zoom piano
lessons and kindergarten Google Meets and WebEx student conferences and virtual
choir and YouTube webinars and Skype birthday celebrations and Facetime Daddy.
New truth. My original truth no longer exists. Hyperreality.
THREADS OF IDENTITY, MEMORY, AND PERFORMANCE
In the time of pandemic, under the prohibition of meeting, teaching, and performing
in person, identity comes into question. Without the daily reaffirmation of identity
through performativity, the search for identity turns inward and backward, through
memory and story. Danielle experienced sudden, acute grief with the loss of current
performance projects, of the breathing bodies of fellow singers and classroom student
contact. Terry fell into melancholy as the arc of late career abruptly severed, and she
searched for an identity narrative from past lives as a cellist, as a cello teacher, as a
writer. For Danielle, memory was fresh and recent, and grief was sharp mourning. For
Terry, memory was long and deep. For both, it was a dangerous trip into the labyrinth
that was unique to each. This was the beginning of two separate paths, as the
duoethnography began to build.
Danielle: I am thinking about the relationship between time, security, and the good life. The time to
be creative feels so impossible almost all of the time, and those few moments I have been able to carve
out for that part of me have now been stripped away - and with it, my sense of self. I feel like I have
faced this before: when I was no longer able to teach at the Faculty, I questioned - how can someone
be a music educator if they’re not actually teaching music? To lose that part of me felt like a death,
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Terry: My sense of self is centrally constructed around my identity as a cellist. I am a cellist. It is not
a job description, or even, at this point in my career, a public profile. It is not how the world sees me
(though that too), but how I see myself. Loss of that self, first through an injury last year, and now
through social isolation caused by the pandemic, has created a fissure - a crack in my sense of what it
means to be me.

As we wrote, we swung wildly between the too intimate too personal too exposed
stories of our sense of loss; and theory, concepts of identity, time, memory,
performance, drawing from the ancient and not so ancient: Aristotle, Derrida,
Bourdieu, Baudrillard; and the more contemporary: Judith Butler, Diane Ackerman,
Lucy Green. There was a feeling of safety in transposing our experience, the anxiety of
the moment, into these constructs from the 20th and 21st century, or the 4th century
BCE. Even now in this analysis, we are using mourning and melancholy––Freud (19141916/1994)––to position the emotional woundedness we felt, as we struggled to adapt
to time in the pandemic. Theory is easy. Living is hard.
Danielle: When referring to the current moment, What is natural? What is unnatural? Natural
is based upon our experiences of the past - our memories that inform our conceptualizations of both
the present moment as well as our future. The act of writing, according to Derrida, is both memory
and the act of forgetting: archiving data means it no longer needs to be remembered (Derrida, 1977).
The boundaries between memory and history are often blurred. Memory is a social construction,
informed by experiences of the collective. Collective memory is often represented in artistic forms, turning
“memory” into “memorable” (Shelemay, 2006). Perhaps the “Natural Moment” is based upon those
past fleeting memories, imperfect as they are, and the “Good Life” is constructed in part by those
things that are memorable as being “good.”
Terry: Danielle raises the question of memory, of remembering the good life. As the lived moment is
fleeting, temporal, and in the very moment of its being lived, past, what is this nervous concern with
whether live performance? I can perform in my house while recording on my phone, while listening to
a click track. The performance, once it has been assembled with other performances to realize a full
score with multiple parts, will be uploaded to a website where others can access it, and experience it,
in their own present moment.

Many of our exchanges embody attributes of duoethnography. We are often
speaking at each other, not to each other, while using third person (e.g., “Danielle raises
the question …” “Terry brings up the inherent …”). Who are we addressing? Each
other. But we are writing through this formalistic structure, writing asynchronously,
using the third person to talk about each other and to bring in theories and references.
Through this form of writing, we found safety in the text, and in the witnessing Other.
The threads that were spun out from each of us were often taken up by the other;
collected and spun out again. In this way, we were not just listened to but heard,
considered, and responded to. And we could begin to see our way out of the labyrinth
by (re)storying for and with one another.
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Part of the (re)storying for Terry came through confronting her definition of
“professional musician” that had been (and still was) such an essential part of her
identity. It was more than a descriptor based on what she did, or had done,
professionally; it was how she thought about it, the idea of it, and how she used the
term to describe herself and others. “Professional musician” had a particular meaning
in her lexicon, built up through study, workplace, and the performativity of professional
identity in the music world:
The act that one does, the act that one performs is, in a sense, an act that’s been going
on before one arrived on the scene. (Butler, 1988, p. 526)

What did it mean, and why was it important to defend that ground? Terry had
seen herself as other than Danielle, as a professional musician who was “also” an
educator; whereas (according to Terry), Danielle was an educator who “also” sometimes
worked as a professional musician. But Terry’s sense of professional musician identity
was largely rooted in the past, as a professional orchestral and chamber musician, not
in the present. Hence, melancholia––separate from the object of loss. Whereas Danielle
was a current member of a national choir, touring, performing, and recording. Her loss
was immediate, the object of loss in the present––hence, mourning.
Danielle struggled to maintain her sense of identity without the daily and weekly
activities of working in the classroom (professor) and working with choirs
(singer/conductor). The embodied repetition that kept her grounded in a sense of self
had been removed, and her confidence in her own “story” was knocked off kilter. The
process of writing––not any writing, but this kind of writing and the ethical act of
listening it demands––put her back in kilter. Adhering to one of the tenets of
duoethnography, Terry was able to give Danielle “new insights to old stories” (Breault
p. 779).
Danielle: Terry brings up the inherent “lack” in virtual performance experiences - the synchronous,
technical predictability of the click track. My choir too has embarked on one of these projects. Why will this actually give us a sense of replenishment, regardless of how small? Or, is it just another thing
to do; something else to add to the list with a box to be ticked off? Something for parents to say, “we
got what we paid for”? A way for me to prove I earned my pay cheque? A way for us as a collective
to say, “We’re still here!”. Good PR? I’d like to believe that in listening and experiencing the final
“product,” that pleasure is a possibility. It felt like it could be exciting. But the thought of this replacing
what we do for months—years—at a time feels like a death sentence to the good life.

For both of us, it came down to a very simple thing––to sing and to play, and, in
a sense, to reclaim our identities. At different points in the year, both of us returned to
our music, to playing the cello, and to singing. This seems so simple now, but it was
anything but simple in the height of COVID. In each case, we marked the moment,
journaled it into significance in the duoethnography, to be witnessed by an audience of
one.
Danielle: I sang––I mean, really sang––for the first time yesterday since March 7th. I can scarcely
believe I’m writing those words on the page, yet there they are. […] A whisper, an admonition of
guilt, a plea. It’s not that there was no music: there was, of course, singing with the kids and belting
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Terry: Strangely, in the midst of all this hand wringing angst, I have returned to a regular relationship
with playing. I play every other day, and it has become not something I dread or do as a chore, as it
was so often in the past - practicing as discipline but also as drudgery - it has become a sweet spot in
my week, jealously guarded against interruption or distraction. And as the days mount up and the
weeks pass, the facility of years gone by begins to return to my fingers. The autonomous facility, almost
without conscious direction, and a breathing sense of eudaimonia with it.

Danielle found singing too personal and too painful amidst the prohibition of
singing together with others, and the complete separation from her partner who was
working on the front lines with COVID patients. She all but stopped using her voice
to make music during the beginning months of the pandemic. The admission of this to
Terry in the duoethographic text, and sharing the tender process of beginning to sing
again, also prompted her to reflect on Terry’s journey with injury and its effect on her
identity. Terry had begun to play cello again after healing from a hand injury, but, like
Danielle, also found it difficult to play during those beginning months of the pandemic.
Danielle tried to provoke Terry into playing, suggesting she try out online apps for
collaborative performing, requesting she record some Dvořák, asking her to create
some teaching videos of cello playing. Mostly, Terry resisted. But sometimes she got
out her cello, which brought her back to a core part of herself. This, too, is one of the
tenets of duoethnography: disrupting metanarratives. The metanarrative of Terry’s
identity did not include playing the cello for “fun” or as a pastime. Danielle was
knocking Terry’s previous idea of professionalism a-kilter. (See Figure 6)
CONCLUSION: BEARING WITNESS
The question we posed as we began this duoethnographic research was: How can a
musician maintain her sense of self in quarantine, a self that is constructed by intertwined strands of
creativity, performativity, and relationship? This question ran throughout our
duoethnography; and led us to the Aristotelian concept of eudaimonia and to the
interconnectedness of the musician-self with a sense of well-being, of living well, of
fulfilling one’s true nature (Kraut, 2022). The hiatus brought about during the pandemic
created a lack for musicians and music educators––an absence or loss of eudaimonia–
–of the good life.
While dipping in and out of deep memory or narrating our day to day lived lives
as we coped with lockdown, we documented the changes in our professional practice,
and our shifting sense of identity. What remains to be seen is what effect this past year
(and the year to come) will have. Will there be a transformation to our currere;3 an
inflection on the arc of our
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Sharing music with the Acapella app

professional lives and how we see ourselves in relation to others? A measure of this
would be a change to the action of eudaimonia. The concept of eudaimonia is not one
of stasis or passive being. Rather, it is characterized by doing, by striving, by becoming.
That activity is directed by and reflected in what we as individuals value; and how we
reach toward or enact those values in our professional and personal daily lives.
Our year of writing in tandem provided each of us with different challenges and
different gifts. But one that we shared was the growth and deepening of friendship. Not
the easy friendship of people who share values and interests; but the friendship that
arises, as Powell (2020) says, “as a mutual connection with someone who is
fundamentally different and distant from us” (p. 143). To work in this way required
trust, and that trust had to be sustained over an extended period. Trust is a key
component of duoethnography. Trust is related to transparency, of what we have
included and what we have omitted (Breault, 2016, p. 790). Offering our narratives is a
form of transparency, of providing the “raw” data of our dialogic text. However,
transparency is fraught, as complete transparency would expose what we have
intentionally omitted––what we have chosen to protect. Farquhar & Fitzpatrick (2016)
describe their struggle with the issue of transparency in the following way:
It was not so difficult to disclose and reveal ourselves to each other––because we could
have (and have) changed, altered and determined what we include and exclude. But
whether we talked about ourselves, our family or our faculty, we both wrestled at times
with issues around disclosure, transgression and privacy––the constancy of flux; the
fleetingness of time; and the contingency of interpretation became central to our
ruminations (p. 244).

The “urtext,” as we’ve called it, the original full text of the duoethnography,
contains stories that were shared between us within an ethic of care; but that are still
too raw or tender to include in a publication. In that sense, the duoethnography is a
living document, as we continue to process, emotionally and psychologically, the effects
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of the past year on our sense of self. What we can know with certainty is that each of
us––we as writers, you as reader––has felt the impact of this past year, and each of us
has carried the weight of it differently. For us, at least, it has been a gift to have a witness
on the journey.
Bearing witness to a fellow human being’s transformative journey while experiencing
one’s own is a rare gift. (Bhattacharya, 2020, p. 82)

Endnotes
1
After the University of Windsor assessed all facilities for future use, the room was first
limited to 8 people only, then deemed not usable at all, due to COVID restrictions.
2
Urtext: In the Western classical music tradition, a musical score intended to be as close
to the original as possible.
3
Currere is the infinitive form of curriculum: from the Latin, to run. In educational
research the term has come to mean the activity of the educational journey, or trajectory,
and the relationships, knowledge, and experiences encountered on that path.
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